
ADVIS Innovates – Speed Innovating 

 
What is Speed Innovating? 

1. Speed Innovating sessions are multiple sessions delivered at the same time in the same room 
(think speed dating). 

2. Each table has 1 presenter and up to 9 seated participants. Please note, you may end up having 
more people standing around the table to listen in. 

3. Sessions are 15 minutes long with 5 minutes between each session for folks to switch tables. 
4. Each presenter will present the same topic four times in a row starting at 9:30 AM, ending at 

10:45 AM. We will then have a 15 minute break to swap out presenters and then do another 
four rounds of 15 minute sessions. A sample four-session cycle looks as follows: 

a. 9:30-9:45 – Session 1 
b. 9:45-9:50 switch tables 
c. 9:50-10:05 – Session 2 
d. 10:05-10:10 switch tables 
e. 10:10-10:25 – Session 3 
f. 10:25-10:30 switch tables 
g. 10:30-10:45 – Session 4 

5. Be sure to leave some time at the end of your 15 minute session for Q&A. 
6. Sessions will begin and end at the ringing of the official Switching Bell. 
7. We will send you a list of participants in advance of the event so you get a clear sense of your 

audience. 
8. This is noisy, hectic, loud and FUN! High energy - Chaos is a draw, not a bad thing. 
9. Appealing way to handle very directed, focused topics. 
10. This is intentionally very low tech – no projected presentations, no microphones. You may 

bring a laptop for a PPT if you want but there will be no electrical outlets at tables for power 
so if you do use a laptop for a presentation, make sure it is fully charged for the duration of 
the event. 

11. No audio/video – it will be too hard for participants to see/hear. 
12. We highly recommend preparing a handout for attendees which we will put on the ADVIS 

website for folks to download prior to the event. 
13. Send handouts to ADVIS in advance for posting on website – Handouts due by 4/23/19. 
14. In addition, make copies of your handouts to bring with you the day of the event. 
15. You will receive a table assignment, table #s on the tables. 
16. Plenty of room between tables for folks to move around. 
17. We will have a bottle of water for you at your table. 
18. Be sure to end on time. 

 
Tips for a successful Gold Mine: 

1. Handouts – not PPTs 
2. Give examples 
3. Pros and cons 
4. Lessons Learned 
5. Dos and Don’ts 
6. Takeaways 
7. Checklists 
8. Steps to Success 
9. Resources 
10. Practical and Tactical 

11. Nuts and Bolts 


